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olycore® shutters by Sunland® Shutters are the re-

Ability to expand
up to 36” wide

sult of nearly 12 years of customer research and

development. These innovative aluminum reinforced

Stile

shutters have the traditional look of wood shutters

Aluminum
co-extruded louvers

with all of the advantages of synthetic materials.

Rail

All of the stiles, rails and louvers are made with aluminum reinforcement. What this means is that the
aluminum core is actually co-extruded into the solid

Louver
aluminum
co-extruded

polymer at the same time the component is made.
This creates a very strong, rigid and durable component. The aluminum reinforced louvers, rails, and stiles
make Polycore® shutters as straight as an arrow.

aluminum
co-extruded
Bullet proof engineering
using the industry’s toughest
screw and bolting system.

The co-extruded aluminum reinforcement allows
Polycore® shutters to be assembled with screws for
superior strength, unlike other poly shutters that are

Polycore® Shutter Features

only glued together.

*

Moisture Resistant and Flame Retardant

*

Choice of 10 frame styles and 8 hinge colors

and are extremely energy efficient. Polycore shut-

*

Choice of traditional tilt rod or hidden tilt option

ters are also moisture resistant and flame retardant,

*

Choice of Shutter Panel Configuration

Polycore’s synthetic composition means that they

including stainless steel

are very durable, have an inherently high R-value
®

Café
Bi-fold

perfect for use in bathrooms, over kitchen sinks, or in
other humid or warm environments.
*

French Door
Double Hung

Standard Rectangle
Track System

Widest Selection of Specialties

All Polycore® shutters are GREENGUARD® Indoor
Air Quality and Children & Schools Certified. This
means that Polycore® shutters have passed an exten-

Arches
Rakes

Sunbursts
Slant Tops

Ovals

Octagons

Eyebrows
Hexagons
French Door
Cut-Outs

sive series of tests to ensure that they meet stringent

*

Up to 36” wide panels

third-party standards on chemical emissions based on

*

Sunland® Shutters is strategically located throughout
the U.S. for all your service needs

established health standards.
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25 Year Limited Lifetime Warranty
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Raise your expectations

www.sunlandshutters.com | 1.877.786.5263
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moisture resistant

